Introduction {#s1}
============

A fundamental organizing principle of sensory cortex is the topographic mapping of stimulus dimensions ([@bib43]; [@bib31]). For instance, visual areas contain maps of the visual field, wherein the spatial arrangement of an image is preserved such that nearby neurons represent adjacent points in the visual field ([@bib29]; [@bib27]). At a larger scale, multiple visual field maps are arranged in clusters, in which several adjacent polar angle representations share a common eccentricity representation ([@bib67], [@bib68]; [@bib36]). These clusters are thought to form larger, more efficient processing units by sharing computational resources and minimizing the length of axons connecting the portions of the maps with similar spatial receptive fields ([@bib67]). Furthermore, it has been suggested that clusters, rather than individual visual field maps, organize specializations in cortical function ([@bib7]). To date, more than 20 visual field maps have been identified in the human brain, several of which are organized into clusters ([@bib67][@bib68]; [@bib37]; [@bib69]; [@bib2]; [@bib71]; [@bib8]).

Recently, using modified versions of the standard traveling wave method for mapping early visual cortex, several labs have identified representations of polar angle along the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) in posterior parietal cortex and the precentral sulcus (PCS) in frontal cortex ([@bib60]; [@bib59]; [@bib63]; [@bib32]; [@bib64]; [@bib30]). Not surprisingly, these maps have attracted a great deal of attention given their presumed involvement in a wide range of cognitive and sensorimotor processes, including attention, working memory, and decision-making ([@bib48]; [@bib73]; [@bib9]; [@bib41]; [@bib39], [@bib40]). Some of these visual maps may correspond to the human homologs of well-characterized areas in the macaque brain that are topographically organized, like the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and the frontal eye field (FEF). Yet, such inter-species homology and how these maps contribute to different aspects of behavior and cognition remain unknown. This is likely due to our limited understanding of the basic organizing principles of these maps. Further challenges are posed because the maps in parietal and especially frontal cortex have less reliable stimulus-evoked BOLD signals compared to those in visual cortex, are more coarsely organized, and show less consistent topography across subjects. In some cases, it is uncertain as to whether a region merely has a contralateral bias as opposed to containing an actual topographic map ([@bib26]; [@bib32]; [@bib62]; [@bib30]; [@bib46]). Here, we take a step back from trying to understand the functions and instead systematically characterize the basic organizing principles of these putative visual field maps in frontoparietal cortex.

Establishing the organization of maps in parietal and frontal cortex will have several major impacts. First, the identification and better characterization of which maps are human homologs of macaque areas will facilitate better translation of non-human primate models of human cognition to humans. Second, understanding the topography of parietal and frontal maps will enable researchers to aggregate results at the level of individual maps or even small areas within maps, rather than at the level of large regions of cortex, similar to the successes in delineating maps in occipital cortex in animals ([@bib66]; [@bib20]; [@bib24]) and humans ([@bib60]; [@bib23]). Indeed, the fundamental reason the *visual* neurosciences have outpaced the *cognitive* neurosciences is the ability to reliably define and to study the function of the same areas across individuals and across labs. Such convention facilitates comparisons between studies of different computations and representations across different subject populations and methods of measurement. This effectively creates a worldwide, across-time, collaboration between all labs. As such, the organization of visual field maps in early visual cortex has been well characterized, to the point of enabling the development of detailed templates of the visual field for V1--V3 ([@bib21]; [@bib12], [@bib11]). By contrast, much less is known about the organization of visual field maps in frontoparietal cortex, and thus presents a critical roadblock for understanding their functions.

To these ends, we focus on characterizing the organization and retinotopic properties of putative visual field maps in frontoparietal cortex. We estimated population receptive field (pRF) parameters in topographic areas in early visual, parietal, and frontal cortices. The pRF method not only estimates a voxel's polar angle and eccentricity preference, but also its receptive field (RF) size, and has been shown to map topography more accurately than conventional traveling wave methods ([@bib22]). However, two important challenges exist when attempting to identify visual field maps in frontoparietal cortex. First, passive viewing of high-contrast spatial patterns elicits weak and non-systematic responses in frontoparietal cortex ([@bib63]; [@bib57]). Therefore, identifying visual field maps in higher order frontoparietal cortex requires more cognitively demanding stimulation that taxes attention or memory ([@bib63]; [@bib30]). Second, the large RF sizes expected in frontoparietal cortex make it difficult for linear RF models to accurately characterize response properties to stimuli that vary in size. To overcome these challenges, we developed a novel, attention-demanding task specifically designed to elicit robust, systematic responses in frontoparietal cortex ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we estimated pRFs with a model that accounts for nonlinear responses to stimuli of varying size ([@bib34]; [@bib75]). Nonlinear spatial summation is more pronounced in extrastriate maps than in V1 and is likely to be even more so in frontoparietal cortices.10.7554/eLife.22974.002Figure 1.Topographic mapping and population receptive-field modeling.(**A**) The discrimination task used for topographic mapping. Subjects fixated at the center of the screen while attending covertly to a bar composed of three apertures of moving dots incrementally traversing the screen. Subjects indicated on each trial which aperture (left, right, top, or bottom) was comprised of dots whose motion direction matched that of the dots in the middle sample aperture. Motion coherence was staircased in order to tax attention constantly. The white outlines around each of the three apertures are shown here for clarity, but were not visible to subjects. (**B**) Schematic of the nonlinear population receptive-field modeling procedure. Trial sequences were converted into 2D binary contrast apertures and projected onto a 2D Gaussian representing a predicted pRF. A static non-linearity was applied to account for compressive spatial summation. (**C**) Example model fits from single voxels in multiple visual field maps. pRF model predictions are shown in red, actual data for an individual voxel for a given visual field map are shown in black. Stimulus sweep direction and bar width are shown above and below the model fits. Estimated pRF size and variance explained for each voxel are shown to the right.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.002](10.7554/eLife.22974.002)

Results {#s2}
=======

During a single functional neuroimaging session, observers swept their focus of attention across the visual field, while maintaining central fixation, in order to perform a difficult motion discrimination task. The task was designed to tax attentional resources that are presumably controlled by activity in topographic maps in frontoparietal cortex ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"}). A bar aperture swept across the visual field in discrete steps, vertically or horizontally traveling in four possible directions: left to right, right to left, top to bottom, bottom to top. The bar was comprised of three rectangular patches, each of which contained a random dot kinematogram (RDK) moving in a particular direction. The central patch contained 100% coherent motion and the two flanking patches contained low coherence motion. Observers pressed a button to indicate which of the two flanking patches (above or below for vertical bars, left or right for horizontal bars) matched the RDK direction of the middle patch. The motion coherence of the flanking patches was staircased to ensure the task remained difficult throughout the duration of the scanning session (75% accuracy).Video 1.Example population receptive fields estimated for two voxels.As the attended stimulus sweeps across the visual field, it evokes a spatially and temporary selective response. The red and blue dashed circles represent the position of two pRFs from the right and left V1, respectively. The radius of the circle depicts 1 and 2 standard deviations of the Gaussian-shaped pRF. The BOLD time courses and the model fits are shown to the right with a moving bar that synchronizes the stimulus video and time courses.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.003](10.7554/eLife.22974.003)10.7554/eLife.22974.003

We used a nonlinear pRF model to predict the BOLD response of each individual voxel to the visual stimulus ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Each model is specified by the center (*x,y*) and size (σ, or standard deviation of an isotropic 2D Gaussian) of the pRF, and uses a power-law exponent (*n*) to account for sub-additive spatial summation ([Equations 1 and 2](#equ1 equ2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The non-linearity interacts with the Gaussian standard deviation to make an effective pRF size of $\sigma/\sqrt{n}$ ([@bib34]; [@bib75]). We excluded voxels from further analysis if less than 10% of the variance in the time series was explained by the pRF model ([Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We also excluded voxels with pRF centers outside of the limits of our visual display (12 degrees of visual angle). The pRF fitting strategy proposed by [@bib22] was a coarse-to-fine approach, in which the initial coarse fit was solved on time series that were spatially blurred (approximating a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm width at half height) and temporally decimated (2x), and that used gridded parameters rather than searching for the best fit using nonlinear search optimization algorithms; the second stage then used the solution of the grid fit as a seed for a search, and applied this search to the unblurred (in space and time) time series. Here, we used only the first stage (the grid fit), applied to the smoothed and temporally decimated time series. The grid fit is more robust to noise (although also less accurate when noise is low). Our primary goal was to map frontoparietal cortex, where pRFs were expected to be larger, and hence the stimulus relevant signals were expected to be dominated by lower temporal frequencies compared to those of early visual cortex, where pRFs are much smaller. The temporal decimation in the grid fit reduces sensitivity to high temporal frequency noise. Furthermore, in frontoparietal cortex, stimulus-related signals were expected to be less reliable than those in the visual cortex; as a result, the spatial blurring in the grid fit was beneficial. Subsequently, we performed the second stage (search fit) to ensure that our results were not an artifact of artificial structure imposed by the grid fit due to interpolating voxels. We found no discernible differences between the grid and search fits (See *Model reliability and comparisons* below). The grid included the same set of possible values in the solution as those described by [@bib22]), with the addition of the power law exponent, which was gridded to be 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, or 1. A value of 1 indicates a linear fit; values smaller than 1 indicate increasingly more sub-additive spatial summation.

We identified retinotopic maps in early dorsal visual areas (V1, V2, V3, V3A&B) as well as at least four maps along the intraparietal sulcus (IPS0, IPS1, IPS2, IPS3) and two regions with spatial tuning along the precentral sulcus in frontal cortex in each hemisphere of all subjects. The superior portion of the precentral sulcus region contained two distinct visual field maps that we refer to as sPCS1 and sPCS2. Example model fits for voxels in different visual field maps are shown in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Although we were able to observe additional parietal maps in some subjects, we restricted further analysis to maps consistently observed in both hemispheres of every subject. All areas are described in further detail below.

Visual cortex {#s2-1}
-------------

As an important control, our methods revealed the functional organization and pRF properties typically observed in early visual cortex. Polar angle and eccentricity representations revealed the expected patterns in V1, V2d, V3d, and V3A&B ([Figure 2A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). The progression of these areas begins medially from the occipital pole in the calcarine sulcus with V1, and extends dorsally and laterally along the surface of the cortex. V1 contains a continuous angular representation of the contralateral hemifield, beginning at the upper vertical meridian (UVM) on the lower bank of the calcarine sulcus, and progressing to the lower vertical meridian (LVM) along the inferior-to-superior direction. V2 sits adjacent to the LVM border of V1, and begins a reversal of polar angles representing half of the contralateral hemifield and progressing to the horizontal meridian (HM). V3 sits adjacent to the HM border of V2, beginning another angle reversal back towards the LVM, and also represents half of the contralateral hemifield. Finally, V3A begins along the border of V3 in the periphery (but not fovea), and contains a full and continuous angular representation of the contralateral hemifield from the LVM to the UVM. V3B is adjacent to V3A, divided by a shared foveal representation, as reported previously ([@bib50]; [@bib67]).10.7554/eLife.22974.004Figure 2.Visual field maps in early visual cortex.The color of each voxel indicates the best fit pRF parameter for the data being displayed. (**A**) Eccentricity (top) and polar angle (bottom) maps in the left hemisphere of an example subject projected onto a flattened representation of the cortical surface, where dark gray denotes sulci and light gray denotes gyri. V1, V2, and V3 share a confluent fovea while V3A and V3B share another. (**B**) Eccentricity (top left) and polar angle (bottom left) maps, along with variance explained (top right) and pRF size (bottom right) of an example subject projected onto an inflated cortical surface. (**C**) Relationship between pRF size and eccentricity. pRF sizes of voxels in V1, V2, V3, and V3AB increase with eccentricity. Error bars represent ±1 SEM across subjects.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.004](10.7554/eLife.22974.004)10.7554/eLife.22974.005Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Individual subject visual cortex data.For both hemispheres of each individual subject, we show eccentricity, polar angle, pRF size, and variance explained projected onto the inflated cortical surface. Areas V1, V2d, and V3d are depicted.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.005](10.7554/eLife.22974.005)

Together, these maps form two distinct visual field map clusters. A cluster is comprised of a group of angle representations that all share a confluent fovea ([@bib67]; [@bib36]). Within a cluster, the boundaries of adjacent angle representations can be defined by reversals in polar angle progression or eccentricity. For example, the boundary between V1 and V2 is identified by a polar angle reversal at the LVM, as described above. V1, V2, and V3 share a common foveal representation centered near the occipital pole that extends towards the collateral sulcus. V3A and V3B comprise a second cluster because they share another foveal representation, anterior to and distinct from the foveal representation shared by V1, V2, and V3. They are divided by an eccentricity reversal rather than by a polar angle reversal.

Moving up the hierarchy of early visual cortex, from V1 to V3A&B, pRF parameters begin to differ systematically. For example, pRF sizes at a given eccentricity generally increased across visual field maps, and within each visual field map in visual cortex, pRF size increased monotonically with eccentricity ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with previous studies investigating spatial summation in pRFs ([@bib34]), we found that in extrastriate maps, the pRF models show more sub-additive spatial summation, indicated by a smaller power law exponent. The fraction of voxels with the minimal pRF exponent allowed by our grid search (0.25) was least in V1 (33%), and substantially higher in extrastriate areas (68% in V2; 80% in V3; 77% in V3A&B).

Parietal cortex {#s2-2}
---------------

We found clear patterns of systematic organization in eccentricity and polar angle representation in the intraparietal sulcus ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Beginning with IPS0 and progressing through IPS3, each map contains a full representation of the contralateral hemifield, while the polar angle reversals demarcate the boundaries of each individual map. Additionally, each successive map lies anterior to the visual field map before it. Starting with the most posterior map, IPS0 lies at the intersection of the parietal-occipital sulcus and the intraparietal sulcus, adjacent to the UVM representation of V3A&B. The angular representation systematically progresses from the UVM to the LVM, where another angle reversal takes place, creating the posterior border of IPS1. The angular gradient of IPS1 sweeps from the LVM back towards the UVM, where it borders IPS2. IPS2 then contains an angular progression from the UVM to the LVM, where it borders IPS3. IPS3 then contains an angular progression from the LVM to the UVM.10.7554/eLife.22974.006Figure 3.Visual field maps in parietal cortex.Maps of polar angle and eccentricity on an inflated cortical surface (top) and on a flattened representation of the cortical surface (bottom) for an example subject. IPS0/IPS1 form one visual field map cluster, while IPS2/IPS3 form another. Each cluster consists of two angle maps that share a confluent foveal representation. White lines denote the boundaries at the upper vertical meridian (UVM) and black lines denote the lower vertical meridian (LVM); asterisks denote foveal representations.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.006](10.7554/eLife.22974.006)10.7554/eLife.22974.007Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Individual subject parietal cortex data.For both hemispheres of each individual subject (S1--S5), we show pRF size, variance explained, polar angle and eccentricity projected onto the inflated cortical surface.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.007](10.7554/eLife.22974.007)

Using these novel methods, we discovered that maps along the IPS are organized into two clusters of visual maps. IPS0 and IPS1 share a confluent fovea, while IPS2 and IPS3 share another distinct foveal representation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, we find that the direction of the eccentricity gradient shared by IPS0 and IPS1, as well as that shared by IPS2 and IPS3 is the same. In both clusters, there is a mediolateral representation of eccentricity, where the foveal region is found near the fundus of the intraparietal sulcus, and then parafoveal-to-peripheral representations progress medially towards the medial wall ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). However, unlike maps in early visual cortex, parietal visual field maps did not allow us to measure pRF sizes with sufficient accuracy. Estimates of pRF size for nearly all voxels in parietal visual field maps were \~12 degrees, even for voxels with pRF centers at the fovea. As 12 degrees is both the maximum stimulus extent in our experiment and the upper boundary of our grid fit, it is likely that these pRF size estimates are a floor on the true size, rather than an accurate measure of the pRF size of voxels in this region. However, these measurements do indicate that the sizes of pRFs in parietal cortex are large, and probably larger than 12 degrees.

Maps in parietal cortex, like extrastriate maps in visual areas, showed a systematic sub-additivity in spatial summation. The vast majority of voxels were best fit by a pRF model with the minimal pRF exponent allowed by our grid (IPS0: 73%; IPS1: 75%; IPS2: 81%; IPS3: 89%). These results are comparable to the low exponent found in measurements of ventral occipitotemporal face-selective regions (0.20, 0.16, 0.23 in three face-selective ROIs) ([@bib33]).

Frontal cortex {#s2-3}
--------------

We also discovered that visual field maps in frontal cortex are organized by polar angle as well as by eccentricity. Although polar angle representations have been described before ([@bib32]; [@bib57]; [@bib30]), representations of eccentricity have remained undiscovered until now. Two regions of frontal cortex along the PCS exhibited spatial tuning: one in the superior portion (sPCS) and another in the inferior portion (iPCS). Each region contains a gradient of eccentricity with a central foveal representation that radiates towards the periphery. In the sPCS, the fovea is represented in the fundus of PCS where it intersects the superior frontal sulcus. This organization was consistent across both hemispheres in all subjects ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The discovery of the foveal representation in a location common across subjects allowed us to separate the region into two visual field maps, identifiable in each subject. We refer to these new maps as sPCS1 and sPCS2, consistent with naming visual field maps according to their anatomical location ([@bib37]; [@bib3]). Both sPCS1 and sPCS2 contain a full and continuous representation of the contralateral hemifield ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). The superior border of sPCS1 begins at the LVM and continues to the UVM, where an angle reversal occurs, signaling the border of sPCS2. sPCS2 then contains an angular progression from the UVM back to the LVM. The inferior portion of the PCS (iPCS) also contained spatial representations and was distinct from the sPCS cluster ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). The foveal representation in the iPCS is located at the junction of the PCS and the inferior frontal sulcus. Although the topography in the iPCS region was not sufficiently regular across subjects to propose a generalized map schema, the eccentricity representation was regular in that peripheral representations typically surrounded a foveal representation. Further, while the map organization was less clear than the sPCS maps, both in terms of consistency across subjects and structure within a subject, the visual field coverage nonetheless showed a systematic representation of the contralateral visual field, similar to sPCS1 and sPCS2, which we return to in the next section (*Visual field coverage density and laterality*). Moreover, the iPCS maps were as accurate as the sPCS maps in terms of cross-validated prediction error and were also as lateralized, as we describe below (*Model reliability and comparison*, *Visual field coverage laterality and density*). These results indicate that the iPCS map, like the sPCS maps, contains a clear representation of spatial information.10.7554/eLife.22974.008Figure 4.Representation of fovea in sPCS map.Left (top) and right (bottom) hemispheres for each individual subject are shown. Top and bottom rows mark the anatomical locations of the superior frontal sulcus (SFS: white line) and the superior precentral sulcus (sPCS: black line) on an inflated cortical surface representation of each hemisphere. For clarity, black squares represent a zoomed in view of the anatomical intersection of the SFS and sPCS. The location of the fovea (asterisk) is shown both on the anatomy (left) and on the eccentricity map (right) for each individual subject. Notice how the fovea lies at the intersection of the SFS and sPCS for each subject.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.008](10.7554/eLife.22974.008)10.7554/eLife.22974.009Figure 5.Visual field maps in frontal cortex.Maps of eccentricity and polar angle are displayed for an example subject projected on both inflated (inside) and flattened (outside) cortical surfaces. In order to demonstrate the systematic organization of each map clearly, each pair of flattened cortical surfaces depicts a cartoon schematic of the organization of each map (left flat patch) next to actual map data (right flat patch). sPCS1 and sPCS2 form a visual field map cluster, sharing a foveal representation that sits at the intersection of the PCS and the SFS. White lines denote the boundaries at the upper vertical meridian (UVM) and black lines denote the lower vertical meridian (LVM). The foveal representation in iPCS sits at the intersection of the PCS and the IFS.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.009](10.7554/eLife.22974.009)10.7554/eLife.22974.010Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Individual subject superiorprecentral sulcus(sPCS) maps.For both hemispheres of each individual subject, we show eccentricity, variance explained, polar angle and pRF size, projected onto the inflated cortical surface.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.010](10.7554/eLife.22974.010)10.7554/eLife.22974.011Figure 5---figure supplement 2.Individual subject inferior precentral sulcus (iPCS) maps.For both hemispheres of each individual subject, we show eccentricity, variance explained, polar angle and pRF size projected onto the inflated cortical surface.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.011](10.7554/eLife.22974.011)

As was the case in parietal cortex, in frontal cortex, estimates of pRF size were large and pRF exponents small for nearly all voxels. Size estimates were limited by the field of view of our display and the analysis method. Most pRFs in frontal cortex had a size estimate at the upper bound of our analysis (12 deg) and an exponent at the lower bound (0.25; iPCS: 78%; sPCS1: 82%; sPCS2: 75%). As discussed in the next two sections, the large pRF size does not indicate a failure to estimate spatial tuning, as indicated by the cross-validated model fits and the laterality indices. Nonetheless, future studies with larger displays are probably needed to estimate pRF size in these regions accurately.

Visual field coverage laterality and density {#s2-4}
--------------------------------------------

A pRF model summarizes the sensitivity of a single cortical site (for example, a voxel) to positions in the visual field. By combining the pRFs across sites within a region of interest, one can visualize the field of view of the region of interest, also called the visual field coverage ([@bib1]; [@bib74]; [@bib70]). The visual field coverage is typically computed as the envelope of the pRFs within an ROI. Here, we took the mean of the pRFs rather than the envelope, thereby scaling the visual field coverage by the density of pRFs at any particular location in the visual field (cortical magnification), which we refer to as the coverage density. In the V1-V3 maps, the coverage density plots show a nearly total contralateral bias, as well as bias toward the fovea over the periphery ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As we only estimated pRF models in the dorsal visual maps of V2 and V3, coverage was limited to the lower quadrant of the contralateral visual field as expected. The contralateral and foveal biases in early visual cortex reflect three aspects of the pRF models: (1) the centers are in the contralateral visual field, (2) the pRF sizes are relatively small, and (3) the largest number of pRF centers are close to the fovea. In V3A&B, the coverage density is wider and extends slightly into the ipsilateral visual field, as the result of larger pRF sizes. This observation was used previously to distinguish area MST from area MT in the human visual system ([@bib28]; [@bib1]). In parietal cortex (IPS0-IPS3) and frontal cortex (iPCS and sPCS1&2), the coverage is also centered in the contralateral hemifield, but increasingly extends into the ipsilateral field, again reflecting the larger pRF sizes. Similar to visual cortex, the coverage density is highest near the fovea, indicating a qualitative similarity in cortical magnification between frontoparietal cortex and visual cortex. The visual field coverage is evident at the individual level as well as the group level, and is supported by viewing the pRF centers as well as the coverage density ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.22974.012Figure 6.Visual field map coverage, laterality, and model comparison.(**A**) Visual field map coverage plots. While all visual field maps primarily represent the contralateral hemifield, maps in association cortices also begin to represent small portions of the ipsilateral hemifield perifoveally. This is due to the fact that pRFs are less eccentric and larger in frontal and parietal cortex than in early visual cortex. (**B**) Visual field coverage plots for the PCS in individual subjects. Each small black dot represents the center of a voxel's pRF. (**C**) Laterality index (means ± SEM across subjects). The index ranges from 0 (completely ipsilateral) to 0.5 (no laterality) to 1 (completely contralateral). All areas are highly contralateralized. (**D**) Comparison of cross validation results by model (means ± SEM across subjects). For every visual field map, the non-linear model explained the largest amount of variance, followed by the linear model, and finally the contralateral model.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.012](10.7554/eLife.22974.012)

We quantified the degree to which visual areas have lateralized pRFs using a laterality index ([Equation 4](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In agreement with the coverage density plots, the laterality index shows that early visual cortex is highly lateralized, whereas successive maps from parietal to frontal cortex become less and less lateralized ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, there is larger subject-to-subject variability in the lateralization index in parietal and frontal areas compared to visual cortex. In summary, although maps in frontal and parietal cortex have very large pRFs compared to those in visual cortex, the spatial tuning is sufficiently reliable to show clear lateralization, complete hemifield visual coverage, and maps that are organized in an orderly topographic manner.

Model reliability and comparison {#s2-5}
--------------------------------

Reliably mapping topography in frontal and parietal cortex depends on nonlinear models of pRFs. We compared performance of the nonlinear pRF model to two other models: a linear pRF model ([@bib22]) and a simple contralateralized response model. Comparisons with the linear model allowed us to see how much, if any, improvement in accuracy was gained by allowing for sub-additive spatial summation. Comparing with the lateralized response model allowed us to investigate whether our results indicate systematically organized maps as opposed to noisy representations of lateralized responses, with no spatial tuning other than a preference for the contralateral hemifield. The lateralized model predicted a uniform response amplitude whenever any portion of the stimulus was in the contralateral visual field, and zero response otherwise.

In order to compare model performance, we used a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure, which provides no advantage to models with additional parameters. The models were solved using two of the three stimulus types as training data (narrow, intermediate, or wide bars), and the remaining stimulus type as test data, iterated by leaving out each of the three stimulus types. We defined accuracy as the variance explained for the left-out data, averaged across the three cross-validation iterations. The ordinal ranking of the three models was the same in all 11 areas tested: the nonlinear model explained the greatest amount of variance, followed by the linear model, and then the lateralized response model ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The quantitative advantage of the nonlinear model over the linear model was smallest in V1, and larger in other maps. The improvement in performance from the nonlinear over the linear model demonstrates the benefits of including a parameter to estimate sub-additive spatial summation. This is particularly true for maps in frontal and parietal cortex, where pRFs are large and response nonlinearity estimations were at our measurement boundary. The contralateral model was much worse than either of the Gaussian models (linear or nonlinear) in visual cortex, a result of the relatively small pRFs in those areas, yet even in parietal and frontal areas, where pRFs were much larger, the contralateral model was worse than the non-linear pRF model in every area tested. This result strengthens the claim that the observed responses are spatially tuned, and not merely due to a non-specific preference for contralateral stimuli.

In order to investigate the reliability of newly discovered visual field map clusters in precentral sulcus and intraparietal sulcus, we performed a test-retest analysis on two subjects. Importantly, we found that visual field map structure (that is, polar angle and eccentricity gradients) were consistent across sessions in both subjects ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Both the location of the fovea along the eccentricity gradient and the map borders between sPCS1 and sPCS2 were remarkably consistent across sessions. Similarly, along the intraparietal sulcus, the foveal location and angle boundaries were the same across the two sessions in both subjects. Therefore, the structure of visual field map clusters in frontoparietal cortex is stable across scanning sessions.10.7554/eLife.22974.013Figure 7.Cross-session stability of frontal and parietal visual maps.For two subjects, we show the visual maps in the intraparietal and precentral sulci derived from two independent scanning sessions. Both the eccentricity and angle representations are shown for both subjects and both hemispheres. Note the striking similarity of the maps, demonstrating that the visual map structure is stable over time and our measurement methods are reliable.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.013](10.7554/eLife.22974.013)10.7554/eLife.22974.014Figure 7---figure supplement 1.Grid fit and search fit comparison.(**A**) For both PCS (top) and IPS (bottom), we compare eccentricity and polar angle solutions for both the grid fit (with smoothing) and search fit (without smoothing). As demonstrated in each figure comparison, the solutions for both fits not only have the same structure to each gradient, but are nearly identical. (**B**) We cross-validated both the grid and search fits to compare how well their solutions fit new data. In each ROI, the grid fit solutions performed as well as or better than the search fit solutions on new data.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.014](10.7554/eLife.22974.014)

Although pRF accuracy differs considerably between nonlinear and linear models, it is not dependent on using the grid or search fit. In the traditional pRF fitting procedure outlined in [@bib22], pRF parameters are determined by a two-stage coarse-to-fine fitting procedure in which a grid fit is performed to generate a seed for the search fit. To investigate whether our use of the grid fit instead of the full two-stage process impacted our results, we compared our results to results from the two-stage fitting procedure. Using the same cross-validation procedure outlined above to compare nonlinear and linear models, we compared nonlinear model solutions between the grid fit and search fit. The two models---grid fit and search fit---solved on the training data both made predictions for the identical, left-out, unsmoothed test data. The grid fit performed numerically, but not statistically, better than the search fit in every ROI ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, there is little to no difference in visual field map structure, polar angle gradients, or eccentricity gradients between the grid fit and search fit.

Together, these observations, coupled with our newly discovered systematic organization of frontal and parietal maps, demonstrate the existence of topographically organized visual field maps in frontoparietal cortex. Moreover, the facts that the pRF model solutions cross-validate well and are stable over time strongly indicate that the visual field maps are reliable and that our methods for measuring and modeling them are accurate.

Positioning of frontoparietal visual topographic maps in the context of other mapping schemes {#s2-6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we wondered how the locations of these visual maps might correspond to previous anatomical designations of the lateral frontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex. To address this, we transformed and spatially aligned the maximum probability map of visual topography (PMVT; [@bib71]) and the multi-modal parcellation of brain areas (MMP; [@bib25]) to each subject's native space. We were then able to compare the overlap of each subject's frontal and parietal topographic areas with these maps. [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} depicts the results of the overlap. Our IPS0-IPS3 maps tend to overlap with maps from both of these sources. However, the correspondence between specific areas is systematic neither across hemispheres nor across subjects. For instance, IPS3 from PMVT has some overlap with subject 2's left hemisphere IPS3, but not with any of the other subjects' hemispheres. Similarly, 'LIPd' and 'LIPv' from the MMP show little correspondence to our retinotopically defined IPS visual maps. In the lateral frontal cortex, we see better correspondence between our sPCS2 maps and the 'FEF' areas designated in the PMVT and MMP maps. However, this correspondence is better in the left hemisphere than in the right for some reason, and it often includes sPCS1 and misses large portions of sPCS2. MMP areas 6a and 6d typically encompass most of our sPCS1, which mostly straddles these two areas, especially in the left hemisphere.10.7554/eLife.22974.015Figure 8.Visual maps in reference to other anatomical designations.We projected a probabilistic map of visual topography (PMVT; [@bib71]; black outlines) and a multi-modal parcellation of brain areas (MMP; [@bib25]; white outlines) onto the brains of our subjects to compare these locations with those of our retinotopically defined visual maps. The PMVT includes IPS0-3 from posterior to anterior in parietal cortex, and 'FEF' in frontal cortex. The MMP covers the entire cortex, but here we only show the areas near or overlapping our visual maps, labeled on the images for Subject 2 (S2).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22974.015](10.7554/eLife.22974.015)

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Using novel procedures, we precisely characterized the topographic organization of visual field maps in human frontoparietal cortex, including four visual field maps along the IPS and two spatially tuned regions along the PCS. Each of these maps contains a representation of the full range of polar angles in the contralateral visual field; they are topographically, not simply contralaterally, organized. By combining pRFs across voxels within visual maps, we demonstrate that these maps tile the complete contralateral hemifield in an orderly manner. As expected, the pRF sizes in frontoparietal cortex are larger than those in early visual cortex. We also demonstrate previously unreported representations of eccentricity along the precentral sulcus, and replicate previous findings of eccentricity gradients along all IPS ([@bib64]). Furthermore, we show that a spatially tuned region of the superior precentral sulcus is organized into at least two distinct visual field maps (referred to here as sPCS1 and sPCS2), each representing the entire contralateral visual field in an orderly manner. Interestingly, the visual maps in both parietal and frontal cortex are organized into clusters of polar angle maps sharing the dimension of eccentricity, similar to visual cortex ([@bib67]). Two maps in frontal cortex and two pairs of maps in parietal cortex form clusters of polar angle gradients that share a foveal to peripheral representation. Together, these data clearly describe the topographic structure of the visual maps in human frontoparietal cortices.

Frontoparietal cortex, like visual cortex, is organized into clusters {#s3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We demonstrate that visual field maps in parietal and frontal cortex are organized into map clusters, similar to the organization found in early visual cortex. Visual cortex is composed of four to five distinct visual field map clusters ([@bib68]). Individual maps in these clusters may perform similar, yet distinct computations that together form a larger processing unit. Their close proximity and short-range connections make information processing more efficient. We propose the existence of at least three clusters along human IPS and PCS. Following the pattern starting with V3AB, we find two pairs of angle gradients sharing a confluent foveal-to-peripheral representation: IPS0/IPS1 and IPS2/IPS3. Only one other study has reported a graded representation of eccentricity in the human parietal cortex. Consistent with our findings, [@bib64] reported an eccentricity representation shared by IPS0 and IPS1, where the fundus of the IPS contained a foveally responsive area and then parafoveal-to-peripheral responses progressed medially up the sulcus, wrapping around the gyrus towards the medial wall. We report the same location of the fovea within the IPS0/1 cluster and the same mediolateral orientation. Our results not only replicate those of [@bib64]) but also extend them in an important way. We find the same pattern of an eccentricity representation that we found in the IPS0/1 cluster, but duplicated again more anteriorly within the IPS2/3 cluster. Therefore, both clusters have the same mediolateral organization of eccentricity. Why has this map structure gone unreported in the numerous past studies? We can only speculate that perhaps the type of task matters. For example, [@bib64]) used passive visual stimulation, whereas we used a demanding task that required subjects to sweep their attention across the visual field. We believe that these demands led to our main discovery. In the frontal cortex along the PCS, we find another map cluster in the superior portion (sPCS1/sPCS2) that shares a common foveal representation at the border of the two maps.

Although the non-human primate brain is typically investigated as a model of the human brain, it is important to note that the stimulus selectivity and the number and organization of visual field maps are not identical in human and non-human primates ([@bib65]; [@bib74]; [@bib69]), and probably differ even more substantially in frontoparietal cortex. For example, although human IPS contains the putative homologue of the monkey lateral intraparietal area (LIP), human IPS houses at least four individual visual field maps (IPS0, IPS1, IPS2, IPS3) organized into two clusters (IPS0/IPS1 and IPS2/IPS3). Macaque LIP, however, appears to contain only a single visual field map, with no consistent organization of eccentricity ([@bib15]; [@bib10]; [@bib5]) (but see [@bib46]). It is likely that some of these inconsistencies between species are the result of evolution and the superior cognitive capabilities of humans ([@bib51]; [@bib45]), but it is also possible that additional macaque visual maps remain undiscovered. Although labs have mapped visual areas in non-human primates using traditional phase-based retinotopic methods ([@bib36]; [@bib47]; [@bib56]; [@bib5]), it is entirely possible that computational neuroimaging approaches, like those used here, might reveal additional visual field maps in non-human primates and might, in turn, help bridge translational research.

How and why the brain contains so many redundant maps of visual space are longstanding puzzles ([@bib6]). Certain maps, such as V1 and MT, may serve to anchor the development of other visual field maps towards clusters ([@bib54]). Perhaps the map cluster in early visual cortex acts as a developmental blueprint for replication in frontoparietal cortex ([@bib54]; [@bib18]). Indeed, the topographic development of visual areas without retinal input mimics the organization of earlier visual areas ([@bib53]; [@bib16]). Therefore, we suggest that visual field map clusters in IPS and PCS, operating like those in V1 and MT in sensory cortex, may serve as organizational anchors in the development of frontoparietal cortex.

New visual field maps within the PCS form a visual field map cluster {#s3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We report a new subdivision of the human superior PCS consisting of two distinct angle maps (sPCS1 and sPCS2) that share a confluent foveal to peripheral representation, thereby forming a visual field map cluster. Each map contains a full representation of the contralateral visual field. A reversal in the polar angle demarcates the border between sPCS1 (LVM to UVM) and sPCS2 (UVM to LVM). The foveal representation shared by both maps sits at the intersection of the sPCS and the superior frontal sulcus. Together, these observations indicate that the eccentricity gradient and the angle gradient are not perfectly orthogonal, differing from V1, V2, and V3. However, the two gradients are not perfectly parallel either, allowing the area to represent the entire contralateral hemifield. This is similar to the observation in LO1 and LO2, which also deviate from orthogonality between the angle gradient and eccentricity gradient, but nonetheless appear to each represent a full hemifield ([@bib37]). The organization of the sPCS into two maps, although never before reported in humans, aligns closely with recent topographic mapping results in non-human primates ([@bib55]) and with the results of studies of functional connectivity and domain specialization in humans ([@bib49]; [@bib72]; [@bib42]).

The sPCS is the putative homologue of the monkey frontal eye fields (FEF) ([@bib14]) (but see [@bib58]\]), which reside in the arcuate sulcus of the macaque ([@bib17]). Low-level electrical stimulation of macaque FEF neurons reliably elicits saccades to particular locations in the visual field ([@bib52]; [@bib17]). Despite this well-known property of FEF neurons, the topographic organization of macaque FEF is poorly understood. For instance, studies have revealed a coarse gradient of saccade amplitude in which small saccades are represented in the ventral portion of the FEF, and increasingly larger saccades are represented progressively more dorsally. However, the reported correspondence between stimulation site and saccade direction does not form a clearly organized map of the visual field ([@bib52]; [@bib17]). Two possibilities exist to explain the observed discrepancy between the organization of the macaque FEF and the organization of the sPCS that we describe here. First, it may be that the human homologue of the macaque FEF has expanded to contain multiple maps and a more systematic topographic organization. Such differences should be expected given the 25 million years of evolutionary divergence between monkeys and humans ([@bib13]). Second, the coarse spatial resolution of neuroimaging may be better suited than precise electrical stimulation when quantifying large-scale topographic organization. A recent study suggests that this may be the case. [@bib55] imaged the distribution of metabolic activity in the macaque FEF and discovered two topographic maps of saccades to the contralateral visual field. Similar to our findings, the maps were separated by the vertical representation of space and each contained a visuomotor map of the entire contralateral visual field. The dorsal part of the arcuate sulcus contained a representation of the LVM, and progressed ventrally to a representation of the UVM. The visuomotor maps in the monkey arcuate sulcus progressed along the rostral-caudal axis, whereas the maps that we observed progressed along the dorsal--ventral axis. It is possible that this is simply a difference between the species, as other cortical ([@bib44]) and subcortical ([@bib4]) visual field map clusters are organized differently in the two species.

Our results help to shed new light on a claim that maps in frontal cortex are organized differently than maps in parietal or visual cortex ([@bib62]). The primary evidence supporting this conclusion was that the same point in space was represented multiple times in the sPCS, whereas a given point in space was represented only once in a given map in parietal or visual cortex. We argue that this apparent discrepancy stems from treating the sPCS as a single map, rather than as two maps (sPCS1 and sPCS2) as we propose here. Indeed, if one were to combine any two smaller maps in parietal or visual cortex, the same point in space would be represented more than once. Although not discussed in the original papers, a few subjects appear to have an angle reversal in sPCS that might constitute two distinct maps rather than one (figure 8 in [@bib32]; figure 4 in [@bib26]). In this study, we used eccentricity gradients derived from pRFs to identify a foveal representation in sPCS. This, in turn, was critical to revealing the structure of sPCS1 and sPCS2. We believe that the pRF-modeling technique that we used here allowed us to measure topographic organization across all subjects more reliably.

Recent functional connectivity studies have observed two distinct clusters of connectivity patterns exactly at or near the junction of the PCS and superior frontal sulcus ([@bib78], [@bib77]). Using functional connectivity, [@bib72] accurately identified the border between V1 and V2. More recently, researchers have shown that both sPCS and iPCS are divided into functional clusters that have a preference for visual or auditory space ([@bib42]). Combining structural, functional, and resting-state MRI data from the Human Connectome Project, a semi-automated algorithm produces a reliable multi-modal parcellation (MMP) of the human cortex ([@bib25]). Although we did not collect the data needed by the algorithms to parcellate the cortical areas in our subjects, several areas from the parcellation averaged over many subjects overlapped the frontal and parietal visual field maps that we identified here. Similarly, the probabilistic map of visual topography (PMVT; [@bib71]\]), based on topographic mapping of 53 humans, also overlapped significantly with our visual field maps. However, neither of these mapping schemes showed good correspondence between *specific* areas across our subjects ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The reason appears to be large individual differences in the functional organization of these topographic maps, across subjects and even across hemispheres within a subject. Nonetheless, future work must determine within individual subjects how sPCS1 and sPCS2, for example, might differ in terms of resting-state connectivity, diffusion-based tractography, myelination, and functional specialization. This would probably provide great insight into the unique computations performed within the visual field map cluster in frontal cortex.

It is impossible to understand how a complex system processes information without first understanding how it represents information. Sensory systems are by far the most characterized systems in all of neuroscience, primarily due to our understanding of how they represent information and our ability to use that knowledge to build models of the computations performed on those representations. This feat has proven far more difficult in higher-order cortical areas, as the further away a neuron gets from sensory receptors, the less that neuron\'s firing rate appears to correlate with quantifiable elements of the external environment. By identifying how higher-order areas, namely frontoparietal cortex, represent information, our current findings provide hope for understanding how higher-order brain regions process information and contribute to cognition and behavior.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Following standard practices of reproducible research, the data ([@bib38]) and software ([@bib76]) are publicly available.

Subjects {#s4-1}
--------

Five neurologically healthy individuals (1 female, mean age 33, age range 23--45) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in the study. All subjects gave written informed consent before participating. All procedures were approved by the human subjects Institutional Review Board at New York University. Each subject completed one scanning session consisting of nine experimental runs.

MRI acquisition {#s4-2}
---------------

MRI data were collected using a 3T head-only scanner (Allegra; Siemens) at the Center for Brain Imaging at New York University. Images were acquired using a custom four-channel phased-array (NOVA Medical, Wilmington, MA ,USA) placed over lateral frontal and parietal cortices, and a four-channel phased-array placed beneath occipital cortex. Volumes were acquired using a T2\*-sensitive echo planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (repetition time \[TR\], 2000 ms; echo time, 30 ms; flip angle, 75°; 31 slices; 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm voxels). T1-weighted anatomical images were collected at the beginning of each scanning session using the same slice prescriptions as for the functional data. These were used to align the functional volume to a high-resolution, whole-brain anatomical scan. High-resolution T1-weighted scans (1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxels) were collected for registration, segmentation, and display.

Topographic mapping procedures {#s4-3}
------------------------------

Observers performed a difficult discrimination task that required covertly attending to stimuli within bars of different widths that swept across the visual field in different directions. The total visual field was confined to a square, 24 deg on a side, with fixation in the center of the square. The length of the bar aperture was 24 degrees, and the width subtended 1, 2, or 3 degrees of visual angle. One of the three widths was used in any given 5 min scan (similar to [@bib74]). Each bar aperture was split into three equal rectangular patches along its length. For example, a bar that swept from right to left was split into a top patch, center patch, and bottom patch. A bar that swept from top to bottom was split into a left patch, center patch, and right patch.

The bar aperture swept slowly but discretely across the visual field, from one end to the other. The steps were synchronized to the MRI acquisition (one step every 2 s), and the step size was 1.6 degrees. Each bar position defined one 2-s trial. For each trial, we asked subjects to select which of the two flanking patches of moving dots matched the direction of motion in the center patch. The dot motion in the center patch was 100% coherent so that its direction was unambiguous. The motion was along the length of the bar (up or down for vertical bars sweeping horizontally, and left or right for horizontal bars sweeping vertically). The direction of motion in one of the two flanking patches was matched to the center patch, and in the other flanking patch was opposite. In order to keep the discrimination task difficult, we used a two up one down staircase on the coherence value for the moving dots in the flanker patches.

Depending on bar size, each patch contained either 124 (1 degree bar), 248 (2 degree bar), or 372 (3 degree bar) dots (each 1/10 degree in size) moving at 1.6 degrees per second. The dot positions updated 60 times per second. For the flanker patches, the set of coherent dots was randomly re-selected on each frame update, so that no single dot moved continuously in one direction throughout a trial. Dots that were not coherent disappeared and were redrawn in a random location within the aperture in the subsequent frame. Stimuli were generated in MATLAB with the MGL toolbox and displayed on a screen in the bore of the magnet. Subjects viewed the display via a mirror mounted on the RF coil. Behavioral responses were recorded using a button box.

MRI preprocessing {#s4-4}
-----------------

T1-weighted anatomical scans were automatically segmented using Freesurfer ([@bib19]). All fMRI analysis was performed using the open-source Matlab tool. The first three volumes of each functional run were removed to allow magnetization to reach a steady-state. Subsequent volumes were slice-time and motion corrected using tools made available by Kendrick Kay (<https://github.com/kendrickkay/preprocessfmri>). Data were then aligned to each individual subject's T1-weighted anatomical image using a combination of vistasoft tools ([@bib76]) and Kendrick Kay's align toolbox ([@bib35]). All subsequent fMRI analysis, including pRF analysis, was done using vistasoft. Functional scans for each individual experimental bar size (1, 2, and 3 degrees) were averaged together separately. Cortical surfaces were reconstructed at the gray/white matter border, and functional data (EPI time series) were projected to the gray matter voxels in the whole-brain anatomy using trilinear interpolation. Data visualization projected model parameters from the gray voxels to a smoothed 3D mesh or flattened cortical representation.

PRF analysis {#s4-5}
------------

We modeled response amplitudes for each voxel using a modified version of the pRF model described by [@bib22] that incorporates a static power-law nonlinearity to account for nonlinear compressive spatial summation (CSS model, [@bib34]). This model allows us to estimate an individual voxel's receptive field center and size. Typically, the pRF model consists of an isotropic Gaussian with four parameters: position (*x,y*), size (σ), and amplitude (*β*). The CSS model we employed adds an additional parameter, an exponent (*n*). This model is expressed formally as:$$r(t) = \beta\lbrack S(x,y)G(x,y)dxdy\rbrack^{n}$$

where *r(t)* is the voxel's predicted response, *S* is the binary stimulus image, and *G* is an isotropic Gaussian expressed as:$$G(x,y) = e^{- \frac{(x - x_{0})^{2} + (y - y_{0})^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}}}$$

The original pRF fitting procedure described in [@bib22] involved a two-stage fitting process: an initial coarse grid-fit followed by an exhaustive search fit using non-linear search optimization algorithms. Here, we used only the first stage (the grid fit), as it is more robust to noise and our goal was to map frontoparietal cortex where signals are much noisier and pRFs are larger than in the visual cortex. We fit model predictions to temporally decimated (2x) and spatially blurred (Gaussian kernel of 5 mm width at half height) time series. Our gridded parameters included the same set of possible values as in the solution described in [@bib22], with the addition of the power law exponent (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, or 1). We interpolated solutions for voxels not included in the spatially blurred grid fit. We excluded from further analysis voxels in which the pRF model explained less than 10% of the variance of the time series, or which had pRF centers outside the limits of our visual display (12 degrees of visual angle).

Model comparison {#s4-6}
----------------

In order to compare nonlinear, linear, and contralateral model solutions, we cross-validated each by systematically solving the model on two-thirds of the data, and tested the model on the remaining one-third. As we used three different bar sizes in the experiment, each training data set contained six runs, with each bar size represented twice. The test data set included one run of each bar size. This was done three times so that all iterations of data shuffling were under the constraint of having each bar size equally represented in a training or test sample were satisfied. Accuracy was defined as the coefficient of determination, or variance explained by the model, and averaged for each model across the three different cross-validation iterations.$$ve = 1 - \frac{\sum{(prediction - data)^{2}}}{\sum{data^{2}}}$$

Laterality index {#s4-7}
----------------

We calculated a laterality index for each voxel based on the *x* and pRF size (σ) parameters of the pRF model, as performed in previous work ([@bib61]). The only difference is that we define pRF size as $\sigma/\sqrt{n}$ rather than just σ due to the compressive spatial summation ([@bib34]).$$\frac{1}{\pi}\oint\limits_{\frac{x_{0}}{{\sqrt{2\sigma}}^{- n}}}^{\infty}{e^{- g^{2}}dg}$$

We also subtracted the lateralization index from 1 for left hemisphere voxels in order to compare between left and right hemispheres. This led to lateralization index values that were between 0 (completely ipsilateral) and 1 (completely contralateral).

Test-retest analysis {#s4-8}
--------------------

Two subjects performed an additional scanning session in order to investigate the reliability of visual field map structure in frontoparietal cortex across sessions. The MRI acquisition and topographic mapping procedures for this second session were identical to those for the first session, but the behavioral task had one subtle difference. While the original session had short periods when no stimuli were presented at the beginning and end of each run, retest sessions had intermixed short blank periods during each run. These blank periods lasted 12 s, and were presented after each 48 s period of sweeping bar stimuli, similar to the traditional pRF mapping stimulus described in [@bib22].

Probabilistic maps and multi-modal parcellation {#s4-9}
-----------------------------------------------

In order to compare the locations of areas from the maximum probability map of visual topography (PMVT; ([@bib71]\]) and the multi-modal parcellation of human cortex (MMP; ([@bib25]\]), we first downloaded each of the maps. Each of these are available aligned to freesurfer's fsaverage ([@bib19]). Using freesurfer command line tools, we then simply transformed each of these surfaces to each individual subject's native anatomical space. For our purpose here, we focus on the maps along the lateral frontal cortex and the posterior parietal cortex.
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Thank you for submitting your article \"Visual field map clusters in human frontoparietal cortex\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by Jack Gallant as the Reviewing Editor and David Van Essen as the Senior Editor. The following individuals involved in review of your submission have agreed to reveal their identity: Alyssa Brewer (Reviewer \#1); David Somers (Reviewer \#2).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

The reviewers believe that this is an important and worthwhile study that unnecessarily skimps on some of the statistical analyses. The suggestions of the reviewers are aimed at these issues.

Essential revisions:

1\) Please rerun the pRF analysis without smoothing, as requested by Reviewer 1. The Reviewing Editor (Jack Gallant) believes that smoothing should be avoided if possible and only done when absolutely necessary, but would be satisfied if the smoothed data was retained as long as the unsmoothed data is also provided.

2\) Please undertake the test-retest analysis suggested by Reviewer 2. The Reviewing Editor believes that it would be preferable to use test-retest procedures everywhere. However, Reviewer 2 is most concerned about the anterior parietal findings. It is felt that if the authors cannot do the test-retest, they should back off on their parietal claims because the result appears to be somewhat inconsistent across the small group of subjects used here.

3\) Please more fully analyze the iPCS as suggested by Reviewer 2.

4\) Please address the Swisher IPS results mentioned by Reviewer 2, correcting the description and improving the analysis and interpretation of the IPS maps if possible.

5\) Either the authors should provide more analysis of the sPCS1/2 maps as suggested by Reviewer 2, or they should provide a more extensive discussion of these maps and potential confounds (e.g., RF size of the constituent neurons).

6\) The Reviewing Editor and Senior Editor also suggest that some discussion be added to evaluate the results in the light of the recent Glasser et al. study multi-modal mapping study.

7\) Although the reviewers agree that the sPCS1/sPCS2 result is solid (apart from the smoothing issue), they request that you provide further analysis of the orientation of the eccentricity and polar angle axes.

*Reviewer \#1:*

This manuscript presents very detailed and informative demonstrations of visual field maps (VFMs) in frontal and parietal cortices. Eccentricity representations have been particularly difficult to measure in these regions of cortex; previous delineations have relied nearly exclusively on polar angle gradients with weak or nonexistent eccentricity gradients. The pRF modeling method presently employed (as opposed to previous phase-encoded strategies) likely played a strong role in allowing the authors to delineate the two parietal VFM clusters (IPS-0/IPS-1 and IPS-2/IPS-3) and the frontal cluster (SPCS). It is likely that previous reports of IPS-0, 1, 2, and 3 did not observe eccentricity gradients with enough accuracy to delineate whether those VFMs should be grouped into separate clusters or not, which increases the impact of the present work. The report of the frontal cluster, SPCS, with its two constituent VFMs, is the most impactful aspect of the present work, because it demonstrates that both retinotopic organization of VFMs and cluster organization between VFMs is maintained throughout the visual hierarchy rather than simply at the lower levels in visual cortex. The authors should also be commended for their focus on and presentation of extensive individual subject analyses; many previous reports depend extensively or exclusively on anatomically group-averaged datasets, which do not correctly align VFMs with one another across subjects.

However, there is one potentially problematic aspect of the present analysis, which may undercut the impact of the results. As the authors describe, they use only the \"grid fit\" of the pRF modeling method, which as they state, is a \"coarse fit \[that\] was solved on time series that were spatially blurred (approximating a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm width at half height) and temporally decimated (2x)\". In other words, it appears that the data were smoothed spatially and temporally, which in the original pRF modeling method is done simply to save computational resources and accelerate processing time (Dumoulin & Wandell, Neuroimage 2008). This \"grid fit\" was not intended to be used as the final fit. Previous reports of phase-encoded methods that employed spatial or temporal smoothing came to inaccurate conclusions about the organization of visual cortex (e.g., Hasson et al., Neuron 2002; Hadjikhani et al., Nature Neurosci 1998), which were later revised by employing better methods that did not rely on such smoothing (Larson & Heeger, J Neurosci 2006; Brewer et al., Nature Neurosci 2005). While it may be an acceptable choice to employ only the smoothed \"grit fit\" of the pRF method in this case, perhaps to compensate for other suboptimal or difficult-to-measure aspects of the dataset, it is not the standard pRF analysis. It is appropriate that the authors did not bury this information exclusively in the methods section of the article, but the authors should further clarify that this is not simply a choice between equally accurate pRF modeling options.

Overall, this is very well-written, clearly presented, and convincing manuscript with important implications for the fundamental organization of visual processing across cortex.

Reviewer \#2:

This manuscript describes the findings of fMRI experiments that investigated the visual field representations of multiple visually responsive regions in frontal, parietal and occipital lobe of humans. Although this broad topic has been investigated multiple times over the last two decades, there remain important unanswered questions and this manuscript is poised to make a significant contribution to this literature. The key contribution of this manuscript is the presentation evidence for multiple visual field representations in superior pre-central sulcus, a putative human homolog of the Frontal Eye Fields. The manuscript also includes useful information about visual eccentricity representations in the intraparietal sulcus. Moreover, the manuscript describes methodological advances that may be of interest to many other laboratories. There are some concerns about some of the secondary claims and discussion points, but overall this manuscript has considerable merit.

The manuscript describes the results of visual mapping experiments performed on five subjects. This is a rather low N for fMRI studies, but not out of line with several prior visuotopic mapping studies. If all subjects show similar cortical organization properties, N=5, is sufficiently compelling to this reviewer. However, when there is substantial variability across subjects, N=5 leaves open many questions. Specifically, it can be unclear if this variability reflects true variations in functional organization across individuals or simply noisy data. One approach to address this is a test-retest analysis of visual field representations across scans. Such test-retest data, which is considered the \'gold standard\' for claims of new visual mapping results, is not included in the manuscript.

The authors report the existence of two adjacent, but distinct visuotopic maps near the intersection of the superior frontal sulcus and the precentral sulcus. This region is commonly referred to as the superior precentral sulcus (sPCS) in visual attention studies and closely corresponds to the location of the human frontal eye fields. The analysis of five subjects reveals a clearly repeated pattern of polar angle mapping and eccentricity mapping. The regions lie in the same location across subjects, the borders between the regions are consistent across subjects, and both the polar angle map orientations and eccentric map orientations are largely consistent across subjects and hemispheres. These maps, along with the supporting analysis, are largely compelling regarding the existence of what the authors call sPCS1 and sPCS2.

Prior work from the Kastner, Silver and Sereno labs, as well as work by the senior author have revealed evidence for visual representations in sPCS; however, the prior evidence has been of coarse resolution, little better than showing preference for contralateral over ipsilateral visual targets, and has only pointed to a single visual region in sPCS. Thus, claims for sPCS1 and sPCS2 are novel and significant.

Although the sPCS1/2 story looks solid, the manuscript also addresses other brain regions and here there are issues and inadequacies that should be addressed in a revision.

Major Concerns:

1\. The visually sensitive region in the inferior precentral sulcus (iPCS) is given inconsistent treatment across the manuscript. As with sPCS, several prior publications have reported greater visual sensitivity for contralateral than ipsilateral visual stimuli and at least one prior publication (Hagler & Sereno, 2006) reports consistent polar angle map representations in this region. In the present manuscript, iPCS is not given the full analysis given to sPCS, but oddly shows up in a broad cross-area comparison in the final figure ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The amount of evidence presented for iPCS is insufficient to warrant inclusion in this manuscript. Either iPCS should be analyzed in the same detail as sPCS or it should be explicitly stated that no original claims are being made for this region (and any such claims should be excised). It would appear that the analysis of iPCS may suffer from the low N of this study.

2\. The presentation of visual mapping results in intraparietal sulcus has both strengths and weaknesses. The existence of these regions and the organization of polar angle map representations in these regions is now long-established. The primary potential contribution of the present work to our understanding of IPS is the report of visual eccentricity maps and the report of two visual field map clusters, one at the IPS0/IPS1 border and the other at the IPS2/IPS3 border. The title of the manuscript, \'visual field map clusters in human frontoparietal cortex\' suggests that the authors believe that this, along with the frontal lobe findings are the key points of the paper.

At this point in the review, I must \'out\' myself (Somers) as the senior author on a prior visual mapping study of human intraparietal cortex (Swisher et al., 2007). In [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} of that paper, we display eccentricity maps that appear largely consistent with the IPS eccentricity maps and two visual field clusters shown in Figure 3 and Supplement Figure 2 of the present manuscript. There is an important distinction to be made between the IPS0/1 cluster and the IPS2/3 cluster, so I will treat them separately.

We reported \'we reliably find a continuous gradient of eccentricity response phase along the IPS0/IPS1 border. This gradient reveals a mediolateral eccentricity representation, with a laterally position foveal representation in the fundus of the IPS, moving through parafoveal representations on the medial sulcal wall to representations of the peripheral extent of stimulation on the adjacent gyrus.\' And go on to state that this organization \'defines a map complex or cluster by virtue of the confluent foveal representation.\' In regards, to the IPS0/1 border, the present manuscript seems to provide only supporting evidence for these claims. While the present IPS0/1 map cluster finding should not be considered novel, the scarcity of published IPS eccentricity maps still makes this replication a worthwhile contribution to the literature. However, the discussion in the present manuscript misstates our prior finding on two points. First, it incorrectly characterizes our statement of the fovel-to-periphery gradient as medial-to-lateral, when in fact we show and state the reverse. Secondly, the manuscript states that we found this result only in a single subject; while it is true that [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays only one subject, the finding for IPS0/1 was robust across subjects. I request that the authors revise their discussion to correctly characterize our prior findings.

With regards, to the more anterior IPS map cluster, the Swisher et al paper was more equivocal: \'Although the representation of eccentricity within IPS3/4 is less clear, a parsimonious interpretation of the data suggests that these anterior regions continue the pattern of foveal responses laterally and peripheral responses medially seen in the more posterior IPS, likely forming a second distinct foveal representation.\' The present manuscript also presents equivocal results for the more anterior IPS foveal representation -- in most subject hemispheres the (IPS2/3) foveal representation appears lateral as reported in Swisher et al, but in some subject hemispheres, a foveal representation appears at the medial edge of the IPS2/3 border. Moreover, in some subjects both lateral and medial foveal representations appear. It is not clear what can be concluded from the functional organization of this more anterior fovea representation. Larger N and/or test-retest analysis might help to clarify this issue. Alternately, claims regarding this anterior foveal cluster should be more strongly tempered.

3\. For the reasons stated in point 2, the parietal lobe findings reported in this manuscript and thus the claims of \'frontoparietal visual field map clusters\' appear to have lesser impact than the well-founded report of distinct sPCS1/sPCS2 regions. While parietal findings still belong in this manuscript (with revisions), the authors might wish to consider revising the title of the manuscript.

4\. One concern regarding the sPCS1/2 maps is that the eccentricity maps appear rather parallel to the polar angle maps, unlike in posterior regions where there is a clear orthogonal relationship between these two spatial axes. Although the discussion mentions that the two axes are \'not perfectly orthogonal,\' this important issue still feels a bit swept under the rug. More quantitative analysis of the relationship between the two axes and how this varies across individuals is needed. This is an important issue as prior claims of retinotopic areas (e.g. area V8) have been attacked and eventually undermined on this issue.

10.7554/eLife.22974.017

Author response

*Essential revisions:*

*1) Please rerun the pRF analysis without smoothing, as requested by Reviewer 1. The Reviewing Editor (Jack Gallant) believes that smoothing should be avoided if possible and only done when absolutely necessary, but would be satisfied if the smoothed data was retained as long as the unsmoothed data is also provided.*

We now include the unsmoothed data as requested. Importantly for future studies attempting to map these association areas using our pRF procedures, we compared the solutions from using the grid fit, which involves smoothing, and search fit, which does not directly. In comparison, we find that the grid fit solutions cross-validate slightly better than the search fit solutions, but both are robust and there is not statistical difference between the two ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). Critically, the map structures themselves appear almost indistinguishable; the use of the grid or search fit has no discernible impact on the structure of the visual field maps. This is not terribly surprising because the search fit is seeded by the first pass grid fit solution, and constrained to solutions near the seeds. For researchers interested in these details, we now include a supplemental figure of these comparisons and more importantly, we make the model solutions for both grid and search fits for all subjects available in the public data repository. Moreover, we include more details of the fitting procedures, including rationale and results in the text comparing the two fitting procedures.

*2) Please undertake the test-retest analysis suggested by Reviewer 2. The Reviewing Editor believes that it would be preferable to use test-retest procedures everywhere. However, Reviewer 2 is most concerned about the anterior parietal findings. It is felt that if the authors cannot do the test-retest, they should back off on their parietal claims because the result appears to be somewhat inconsistent across the small group of subjects used here.*

We made some minor edits to the freesurfer segmentations of a few of the hemispheres and this cleaned up the topography in PPC somewhat. Now, 9/10 hemispheres show a clear lateral foveal to medial peripheral organization that was described in Swisher et al., 2007. The remaining hemisphere also has a lateral foveal to medial peripheral organization, but appears to have some foveal representation at the medial end of the map as well. If we consider that hemisphere to be "half" consistent, then overall 9.5/10 is pretty darn consistent. We feel that this level of consistency is no longer equivocal. Moreover, in response to the reviewers we hustled to collect more data on our Allegra system in the midst of the massive construction and renovations for our new Prisma scanner. Luckily, we were able to get additional data, which allowed us to conduct test-retest analyses on two of the subjects. We strategically rescanned the two subjects whose anterior IPS eccentricity maps were the least compelling. As shown in the new figure ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the eccentricity, as well as angle, gradient structure are indistinguishable across the two sessions, in both PCS and IPS. Therefore, we now report highly consistent eccentricity maps along IPS and we show that they are reliable across independent test-retest sessions. Remarkably, the one subject who showed what appears to be two foveal representations in IPS2/3 in session 1 also showed this in session 2, confirming both the stability of these maps and the reliability of our measurements and models. Moreover, in the first version we mainly discussed our cross-validation tests as a formal way to compare linear, non-linear, and simple laterality models. In this revision, we additionally draw attention to the fact that these cross-validation results provide additional support for the reliability of the models.

*3) Please more fully analyze the iPCS as suggested by Reviewer 2.*

We now include plots for iPCS for each individual subject ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}), similar to sPCS, as well as a more in-depth description in the manuscript. Any further differences in the amount of space dedicated to sPCS over iPCS is only due to the discovery of coherent organization in sPCS, which seems to be lacking in iPCS. For example, although there seems to be a single confluent foveal representation in iPCS, the anatomical location varies between subjects. Additionally, there seems to be no obvious consistent organization in the polar angle representation across subjects.

*4) Please address the Swisher IPS results mentioned by Reviewer 2, correcting the description and improving the analysis and interpretation of the IPS maps if possible.*

First of all, we apologize to David Somers for mistaking his claims about the IPS0/1 eccentric organization. Frankly, we just mixed up our description, which flipped the direction of his reported gradient. We now correctly describe the direction of the foveal-peripheral map and we remove the comment about only showing this in a single subject, as in the manuscript they write that it was consistent in other subjects. We also expand our discussion of these findings.

*5) Either the authors should provide more analysis of the sPCS1/2 maps as suggested by Reviewer 2, or they should provide a more extensive discussion of these maps and potential confounds (e.g., RF size of the constituent neurons).*

We have included new figures ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and analysis to address these concerns, as well as added an acknowledgement of the problem with our size estimation and suggested ways in which future studies might go about addressing this problem.

*6) The Reviewing Editor and Senior Editor also suggest that some discussion be added to evaluate the results in the light of the recent Glasser et al. study multi-modal mapping study.*

We have added discussion framing our results in relation to the Glasser et al., 2016 multi-modal parcellation (MMP) brain mapping study. Specifically, we spent some time figuring out how to transform the MMP to each subjects' native space so that we could make a direct comparison. We did the same thing for the probabilistic maps of visual topography (PMVT; Wang et al., 2012). We have a new figure ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) that displays the overlap in our subjects. Now, we discuss the alignment between our retinotopic visual maps and those in the MMP and PMVT. In a nutshell, there is some interesting areas of overlap between all three mapping schemes, but these do not seem to be particularly consistent across participants. We acknowledge that the MMP is not an atlas, and was not designed to work on an individual based solely on anatomical landmarks. Nonetheless, readers may find it useful to "ball park" these existing maps with our frontal and parietal visual maps.

*7) Although the reviewers agree that the sPCS1/sPCS2 result is solid (apart from the smoothing issue), they request that you provide further analysis of the orientation of the eccentricity and polar angle axes.*

This was very good advice. We now further describe how the eccentricity-angle angle is not perfectly orthogonal. We also include a new figure that shows maps of visual field coverage plots in sPCS1/2 for individual subjects ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These clearly show that despite non-orthogonality the voxels in the map tile visual space. If the angle and eccentricity maps were aligned, then one would predict that the visual field coverage plot would form a spiral of the pRF centers. As can be seen, none of the subjects show anything remotely resembling a spiral. The pRFs are regularly dispersed in mostly the contralateral VF.

*Reviewer \#1:*

*\[...\] However, there is one potentially problematic aspect of the present analysis, which may undercut the impact of the results. As the authors describe, they use only the \"grid fit\" of the pRF modeling method, which as they state, is a \"coarse fit \[that\] was solved on time series that were spatially blurred (approximating a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm width at half height) and temporally decimated (2x)\". In other words, it appears that the data were smoothed spatially and temporally, which in the original pRF modeling method is done simply to save computational resources and accelerate processing time (Dumoulin & Wandell, Neuroimage 2008). This \"grid fit\" was not intended to be used as the final fit. Previous reports of phase-encoded methods that employed spatial or temporal smoothing came to inaccurate conclusions about the organization of visual cortex (e.g., Hasson et al., Neuron 2002; Hadjikhani et al., Nature Neurosci 1998), which were later revised by employing better methods that did not rely on such smoothing (Larson & Heeger, J Neurosci 2006; Brewer et al., Nature Neurosci 2005). While it may be an acceptable choice to employ only the smoothed \"grit fit\" of the pRF method in this case, perhaps to compensate for other suboptimal or difficult-to-measure aspects of the dataset, it is not the standard pRF analysis. It is appropriate that the authors did not bury this information exclusively in the methods section of the article, but the authors should further clarify that this is not simply a choice between equally accurate pRF modeling options.*

Thank you, this is a great point, as we did indeed have reasoning for choosing the grid fit but unfortunately did not sufficiently explain our reasoning in the manuscript. We have added a new cross-validation analysis comparing the search and grid fit (Figure 7---figure supplement 5B). For this analysis, both the grid fit and the search fit are cross-validated against the original, unsmoothed left-out test data. Interestingly, the grid fit is at least as accurate as the search fit for all visual areas (though the differences are not statistically significant). Although the grid fit is trained on less data, it does not suffer from reduced accuracy. We believe this is due to the search fit being more susceptible to noise, while the grid fit imposes a "prior" or inherent structure in the maps by sampling every other voxel. See above in "Essential Revisions" for a description of our response to this issue. Overall, we are pleased that the map structure is similar to the two types of solutions, and we believe that the inclusion of the search fit adds further credibility to the results and conclusions.

*Reviewer \#2:*

*\[...\] Major Concerns:*

*1. The visually sensitive region in the inferior precentral sulcus (iPCS) is given inconsistent treatment across the manuscript. As with sPCS, several prior publications have reported greater visual sensitivity for contralateral than ipsilateral visual stimuli and at least one prior publication (Hagler & Sereno, 2006) reports consistent polar angle map representations in this region. In the present manuscript, iPCS is not given the full analysis given to sPCS, but oddly shows up in a broad cross-area comparison in the final figure ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The amount of evidence presented for iPCS is insufficient to warrant inclusion in this manuscript. Either iPCS should be analyzed in the same detail as sPCS or it should be explicitly stated that no original claims are being made for this region (and any such claims should be excised). It would appear that the analysis of iPCS may suffer from the low N of this study.*

We now include plots for iPCS for each individual subject, similar to sPCS, as well as a more in-depth description in the manuscript. As the cross validation of our results was high in this area for all subjects, we don't believe our failure to identify a consistent organization is due to low power. See above in "Essential Revisions" for a description of our response to this issue.

*2. \[...\] We reported \'we reliably find a continuous gradient of eccentricity response phase along the IPS0/IPS1 border. This gradient reveals a mediolateral eccentricity representation, with a laterally position foveal representation in the fundus of the IPS, moving through parafoveal representations on the medial sulcal wall to representations of the peripheral extent of stimulation on the adjacent gyrus.\' And go on to state that this organization \'defines a map complex or cluster by virtue of the confluent foveal representation.\' In regards, to the IPS0/1 border, the present manuscript seems to provide only supporting evidence for these claims. While the present IPS0/1 map cluster finding should not be considered novel, the scarcity of published IPS eccentricity maps still makes this replication a worthwhile contribution to the literature. However, the discussion in the present manuscript misstates our prior finding on two points. First, it incorrectly characterizes our statement of the fovel-to-periphery gradient as medial-to-lateral, when in fact we show and state the reverse. Secondly, the manuscript states that we found this result only in a single subject; while it is true that [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays only one subject, the finding for IPS0/1 was robust across subjects. I request that the authors revise their discussion to correctly characterize our prior findings.*

Thank you for identifying our mistake. Our updated maps, test-retest results, and rewritten description now perfectly align with Swisher et al., 2007. See above in "Essential Revisions" for a description of our response to this issue.

*With regards, to the more anterior IPS map cluster, the Swisher et al paper was more equivocal: \'Although the representation of eccentricity within IPS3/4 is less clear, a parsimonious interpretation of the data suggests that these anterior regions continue the pattern of foveal responses laterally and peripheral responses medially seen in the more posterior IPS, likely forming a second distinct foveal representation.\' The present manuscript also presents equivocal results for the more anterior IPS foveal representation -- in most subject hemispheres the (IPS2/3) foveal representation appears lateral as reported in Swisher et al, but in some subject hemispheres, a foveal representation appears at the medial edge of the IPS2/3 border. Moreover, in some subjects both lateral and medial foveal representations appear. It is not clear what can be concluded from the functional organization of this more anterior fovea representation. Larger N and/or test-retest analysis might help to clarify this issue. Alternately, claims regarding this anterior foveal cluster should be more strongly tempered.*

See above in "Essential Revisions" for a description of our response to this issue.

*3. For the reasons stated in point 2, the parietal lobe findings reported in this manuscript and thus the claims of \'frontoparietal visual field map clusters\' appear to have lesser impact than the well-founded report of distinct sPCS1/sPCS2 regions. While parietal findings still belong in this manuscript (with revisions), the authors might wish to consider revising the title of the manuscript.*

We have made revisions to the discussion of the parietal findings to address any perceived issues with inconsistency in organization and feel the parietal results, although not as novel, are still an important part of the paper. Therefore, we wish to keep the title.

*4. One concern regarding the sPCS1/2 maps is that the eccentricity maps appear rather parallel to the polar angle maps, unlike in posterior regions where there is a clear orthogonal relationship between these two spatial axes. Although the discussion mentions that the two axes are \'not perfectly orthogonal,\' this important issue still feels a bit swept under the rug. More quantitative analysis of the relationship between the two axes and how this varies across individuals is needed. This is an important issue as prior claims of retinotopic areas (e.g. area V8) have been attacked and eventually undermined on this issue.*

As now seen in the new figures, none of the subjects have axes that are orthogonal, but none are parallel either. See above in "Essential Revisions" for a description of our response to this issue.
